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EU PREVENTION OF AND FIGHT AGAINST CRIME

“With the financial support of the Prevention of and Fight against Crime Programme
European Commission - Directorate-General Home Affairs''

Reducing Reoffending Project
Fourth Action Learning Set (4th September 2014), Liverpool, GB.
09:30
09:40
10.40

Agenda Item
Welcome
Action Learning Activity 1: Round table reflection on the LCP observation in HMP Liverpool
Action Learning Activity 2: Update on Knowsley SMART action plan from February 2014

Led by Knowsley
Led by LJMU
Led by Knowsley

Coffee Break 11:20-11:40
11:40
12:20

Action Learning Activity 3: Update on The Hague SMART action plan from February 2014
Action Learning Activity 4: Update on ERI SMART action plan from February 2014

Led by The Hague
Led by ERI

Lunch Break 13:00-1400
14.00
14:40

Action Learning Activity 5: Reflective workshop on context, mechanisms and outcomes
Feedback on activity 5

Led by LJMU
Led by LJMU

Coffee Break 15:40-1600
16:00

Action Learning Activity 6: “Taking Stock, Looking Ahead”

17:00

Close

Facilitated by
Knowsley
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Details of the ALS Meeting Agenda
Participants from overseas will arrive on Wednesday morning (3 September) and will depart on
Friday (5 September). Hence Thursday (4 September) will be the action learning set working
day. In addition, delegates will participate in a visit to HMP Liverpool to observe the delivery of
a session of the LCP.

9.30 - 11.20

ALS Activity 1
Following the visit to HMP Liverpool the day before, ALS participants will engage in a
structured reflection on what they observed and took from this visit.

ALS Activity 2
At the third ALS meeting in Turin, delegates in their national groupings produced a
detailed SMART action plan. Six months later, Knowsley will be asked for a structured
update on the delivery of this action plan. LJMU team will distribute information on the
format for this update in advance of the September meeting.
11.40 – 13.00

ALS Activity 3
The City of The Hague will provide their structured update on their SMART action plan.

ALS Activity 4
ERI will provide their structured update on their SMART action plan.

14.00 - 15.40

ALS Activity 5
Working in national groupings, LJMU will facilitate a structured workshop that challenges
participants to think carefully about the context of their interventions around reducing
reoffending. The final slide of the PPT template you received in preparation for this meeting
gives an insight into some of the pertinent issues. This will be followed by a feedback session.

16.00 – 17.00

ALS Activity 6
Following a short presentation, Knowsley will lead and precipitate a discussion that reaffirms
the project aims, intended deliverables, and what needs to be done to achieve those aims.
Where are we now? What needs to be done? What are our targets? What barriers are holding
us back? These are some of the key questions to be discussed. Suggestions for the next ALS
meeting will also be invited as will ideas for the 2015 end of project conference.

